ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Digital communication system is used to transport an information bearing signal from the source to a user destination via a communication channel. The information signal is processed in a digital communication system to form discrete messages which makes the information more reliable for transmission. During the process of communication there is a need for buffering of data at encoder and decode it back during retrieval. It is observed that during the process of data transferring there is a very heavy probability of data under process may get erroneous due to transition error or stuck at errors. To avoid such errors it is necessary to develop effective and efficient methodologies and tools such as memory test and repair memory built-in self-test (MBIST) generator redundancy scheme evaluator and MBISR schemes for optimal operations. There have been many MBISR architecture schemes reported recently including even a commercial implementation. An optimal solution called comprehensive real-time exhaustive search test and analysis (CRESTA) is equipped with parallel exhaustive analyzers, which is an extreme case due to very high area overhead. To reduce hardware overhead and trades time with area. Heuristic redundancy analysis/allocation (RA) algorithms are widely used to solve the NPcomplete problem with reasonable time complexity, area, and repair rate. The tradeoff among repair rate, test time, and area is not straightforward. The spares are normally rows, columns, or words. However, as the size of the embedded static random access memory increases dramatically, recently RA algorithms have been limited to dealing with row/column spares. We do need more sophisticated spares to improve the spare utilization and repair efficiency. Defects can span multiple circuit elements and have been shown to occur in clusters on wafers and semiconductor chips (defect clustering), and failures also occur in clusters (failure clustering) with spatial locality that results in serious yield loss. Therefore, there have been numerous studies considering clustered failure repair. Moreover, cluster failures should be repaired together rather than individually because individual spares are inefficient for clustered failures .This paper present a effective approach of fault tolerance in memory element by an approach of introducing reference memory with an optimal addressing mode, simple and low resource consuming approach. The paper is further presents a store and forwarding communication approach for real time communication approach. The proposed self correcting approach for memory element is presented. The developed design and observations made are presented in the conclusion.
Progressive Data streaming approach
For the progressive processing of digital system, the data are transformed to a sequence of bit stream and passed over a digital processing for encoding, and decoding. In such processing the processed information's are temporarily stored in memory and are fetched when required. A conventional approach to such system is as shown in figure 1. For processing of information bit stream are fed into the encoder to encode the information vector, and the fault secure detector of the encoder verifies the validity of the encoded vector. If the detector detects any error, the encoding operation must be redone to generate the correct codeword. The codeword is then stored in the memory. During memory access operation, the stored codewords will be accessed from the memory unit. Codewords are susceptible to transient faults while they are stored in the memory; therefore a corrector unit is designed to correct potential errors in the retrieved codewords. In this design all the memory words pass through the corrector and any potential error in the memory words will be corrected. Similar to the encoder unit, a fault-secure detector monitors the operation of the corrector unit. The Data bits stay in memory for a number of cycles and, during this period, each memory bit can be upset by a transient fault with certain probability. Therefore, transient errors accumulate in the memory words over time. In order to avoid accumulation of too many errors in any memory word that surpasses the code correction capability, the system must perform memory scrubbing. Memory scrubbing is the process of periodically reading memory words from the memory, correcting any potential errors, and writing them back into the memory. To perform the periodic scrubbing operation, the normal memory access operation is stopped and the memory performs the scrub operation. This approach is effective for processing error minimization in encoding, decoding and storage operation. While the approach is efficient in correcting coding errors, permanent stuck faults in memory blocks are not removed. Hence to achieve the objective of fault tolerance in case of permanent faults a block repair fault tolerant architecture is proposed memory section addressing (MSA) is proposed for high capacity interfacing memories.
Memory section addressing (MSA) approach
High density and high capacity memories are important components for successful implementation of system-on-chip designing. The main contributive part is the storage element as all the processed data are buffered or retrieved from these memories only. Since they occupy a large portion of area they have higher complexity and have higher fault possibility. The fault is due to the stuck faults occurred during fabrication process. These stuck faults are permanent faults and need to be overcome. As memories are very large a replacement of such device under fault condition would not be a cost effective approach. To achieve a fault tolerant mechanism a memory section addressing (MSA) is proposed, based on the secondary memory defining and addressing approach. The proposed approach divide the memory cell array into blocks and secondary memory slots are added at the block level as shown in the figure 2. To evaluate the fault location the main memory unit is synchronized with the secondary memory locations. While storing a data in a fault location, if a fault is observed the fault bit or word is passed to secondary location and a address for faulty block mapping information is used. The proposed Block mapping approach is as shown in figure 3. For the processing of fault diagnosis a redundant fault tolerance system is developed. The approach for fault testing is as outlined. To process the fault detection initially the memory is filled with all 1's the output DOUT is compared with 1's in block wise so that if any mismatch is found the comparator will set the status signal to be 1 to indicate the fault in the memory location . Then the address of the faulty block memory location is stored in a register. Similarly the main memory is tested for stuck_at_1 faults by filling all 0's into the main memory and comparing it with all 0's in block wise. The faulty addresses of the main memory are buffered and stored in a defined mapping registers. The addressing of such a faulty memory is as shown in figure 4. For the integration of fault tolerance in memory interface the system developed is as presented in figure 5 below. When a main memory access is requested, the word address of the memory cells is compared with faulty cell address. If a match is found then the write or read operation is done through the corresponding spare memory. Otherwise normal read or write operation is done on the location of that address.
RESULT OBSERVATION
To evaluate the operational performance the memory addressing allocation of fault location has been done at bit level and block level. In bit level location allocation in secondary location is done for each bit in the memory array and is tested and locations are allocated in bit wise manner. This increases the repair rate of memory, with minimum processing overhead. In word level, full secondary row is allocated even for a single bit fault in the memory. The observations made for such system is as outlined below, Figure 6 : The timing simulation result for stuck fault at logic High.
Figure illustrates the timing simulation result for the developed approach. For the evaluation of the suggested approach a stuck at fault is modeled, and the result observed for the fault condition is seen.
Figure 7:
The timing simulation result for stuck fault at logic Low.
A fault condition for stuck at zero condition is also derived and the observations were made to evaluate the memory operation at stuck -0 operation. For evaluating the operational functionality the memory were addressed with fault location, and is tested for data retrieved for algorithm reliability. The approach shows that even with the fault addressing the reading information is observed with correct data retrieved due to proposed approach. The result observation for developed coding approach with address location is developed. The observation for read operation for the addressed location is seen and it is observed that even with error coding the approach overcome the memory errors. Row based error coding is evaluated in the designed memory unit. The effectiveness of the algorithm over block error estimation is evaluated, and the performance is tested for error in row level error in multiple locations. The proposed approach is also evaluated for a bit error, where a stuck-at-1 and stuck-at-0 error is evaluated at single bit locations. The effectiveness of the proposed coding is developed for block and bit based errors. For the evaluation of the developed approach of a targeted FPGA unit, the developed HDL definition is targeted over Xilinx Vertex device and the level of implementation and area coverage is observed as illustrated in figure 13 . The implementation specification of the developed system is obtained is as outlined above. The Maximum operating frequency for the developed system is found to be 267.188MHz and the logical block set required for implementation is found to be 7087 BELs.
Design Statistics

Conclusion
An efficient error free coding scheme based on memory section addressing is proposed. The incorporation of the developed approach for error minimization is observed to be effective in removing error in memory location which is fixed stuck faults. The developed method is optimal in usage of error free data retrieval for progressive store and forward operation in real time applications. The approach of encoding error minimization, decoding error minimization and memory error minimization is proposed in this paper to achieve optimized error minimization in memory based data streaming.
